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KESSLER TOPAZ'S SECURITIESTRACKER PLATFORM
The Most Comprehensive Solution
Available for Shareholder Litigation
Analysis & Claims Filing
When legal, compliance, and operations professionals
survey the landscape of shareholder litigation and claims
filing, the desire to work within a single-source platform
that can both identify, track and advise on all claims
related to securities class actions (including anti-trust
actions, direct or opt-out actions, and the growing
number of actions brought globally), and simultaneously
provide legal analysis and claims filing, is undeniable.
SecuritiesTracker is a secure and comprehensive system
combining portfolio monitoring, claims filing, case
evaluations, reporting, and legal analyses and
recommendations to guide investors so they may quickly
determine how best to maximize all recoveries and avoid
leaving money on the table. SecuritiesTracker provides
institutional investors from around the world a one-stop
reliable resource to fulfill all of their fiduciary obligations
related to protecting and recovering assets in connection
with corporate fraud or wrongdoing. With our
comprehensive platform, competitive pricing, and focus
on client relationships, we are confident that
SecuritiesTracker is the right solution for you.

SecuritiesTracker ™
SecuritiesTracker allows us to identify, analyze, and
monitor claims of corporate fraud and/or
mismanagement and other fiduciary or shareholderrelated claims around the world with the purpose of
maximizing financial recoveries on behalf of our clients.
Through SecuritiesTracker we: (i) prepare and file all
proofs of claim for U.S., Canadian, and Dutch securities
class action settlements (including antitrust settlements);
(ii) provide sophisticated legal analyses for U.S. opt-out
and non-U.S. opt-in opportunities; and (iii) provide
assistance with registering for inclusion in non-U.S.
actions when required to recover.
The platform is designed and equipped to track a
diverse, global securities portfolio through our
proprietary database program.
With complete online access for multiple users, this
comprehensive solution offers comfort to clients that
they are fulfilling their fiduciary obligations on behalf of
their constituents.
The reporting function of SecuritiesTracker ensures that
clients routinely receive email alerts, new case

summaries, in-depth legal analyses, quarterly
reports, claims filing details, and customized
settlement recovery summaries with as much or as
little detail as our clients desire.
Information on cases and settlements is maintained
in a centralized location where it may be retrieved
on demand by multiple, authorized people in your
organization at their convenience.

Portfolio Monitoring & Claims Filing
SecuritiesTracker has been providing portfolio
monitoring and claims filing services to institutional
investors since 2003.
SecuritiesTracker provides portfolio monitoring
services for over 350 institutional investors around
the world with combined assets under management
exceeding $7 trillion.
SecuritiesTracker provides claim filing in global
shareholder litigation settlements for over 150
institutional investors located around the world.
SecuritiesTracker has filed over 25,000 proofs of claim
in more than 800 U.S. class action settlements
resulting in the recovery of hundreds of millions of
dollars on behalf of our clients.

Shareholder Counsel Experience
Kessler Topaz has specialized in the prosecution of
shareholder actions since 1987 and is one of the
largest and most successful firms in the field.
Kessler Topaz advises and represents many of the
largest institutional investors in the United States
and around the world, including mutual fund and
asset managers, sovereign wealth funds, hedge
funds, insurance companies and public and TaftHartley pension funds.
Kessler Topaz has recovered billions of dollars in
shareholder litigation representing defrauded
shareholders in jurisdictions in the U.S. and around
the world.
Kessler Topaz has successfully concluded and/or is
currently prosecuting and/or participating in
shareholder actions in the United States,
Netherlands, Australia, Canada, France, Japan, United
Kingdom, Germany, Brazil and Portugal which affords
us the experience and expertise to assist clients with
any world-wide claims that may arise.

Information Technology/Security
Kessler Topaz is dedicated to providing secure
uninterrupted service to our clients and has
implemented numerous measures and protections to
safeguard client transaction data. Highlights are as
follows:
The Firm's Information Security controls are audited
annually by a licensed CPA firm (SOC 2 Type II audit
report is available upon request).
The Firm has a robust in-house IT department
consisting of 10 employees - led by Head of IT, Andrew
Wells, who has over 20 years of experience in the field.
Kessler Topaz partners with an outside security firm to
enhance our internal efforts with Security Configuration
Benchmarking, Quarterly Internal Vulnerability
Assessment, Monthly External Vulnerability
Assessment, SOC 2 Control Monitoring, SIEM (Security
information and event management), Phishing
Simulation Testing, Annual Information Security
Awareness Training, and Consulting in various areas
including Risk Management and Legal and Regulatory
Compliance, including without limitation, GDPR.
The Firm complies with an ISO/IEC 27000-series based
Information Security Framework.
Kessler Topaz meets industry standards to protect
both the physical security of our systems and network
access to client transaction data.
Kessler Topaz utilizes a cutting edge data analytics
environment built on the Microsoft Technology Stack in
conjunction with Qlik Sense for data visualization and
discovery while our data analytics environment
leverages security through Microsoft Azure.
Client transaction data is logically separated from all
other client data and is only accessible by Kessler
Topaz’s 35-member internal Portfolio Monitoring &
Claims Administration Department, each of whom are
thoroughly screened annually.
Client transaction data is encrypted both in transit and
at rest, and user-level access controls are in place.
Public PGP keys for clients are utilized to add an
additional layer of encryption to transaction data.

Procedures are regularly updated and we test our
ability to maintain services during and after disasters
in order to minimize any impact on our clients or
their data.
Transaction data is entirely backed up and all servers
and data are replicated from Microsoft's US-East
location to Microsoft's US-West location using
Microsoft Azure Site Recovery service.

PORTFOLIO MONITORING & CLAIMS FILING

SecuritiesTracker ™
Kessler Topaz’s SecuritiesTracker program was first
introduced in 2003, and has since evolved into the most
advanced and comprehensive global portfolio monitoring
and claims filing service available giving clients complete
coverage of all shareholder claims. The Firm currently
provides the platform to institutional investors worldwide
including mutual fund managers, asset managers, hedge
funds, pension funds, sovereign wealth funds, and
insurance companies, and takes great pride in providing
all of these services in-house; Kessler Topaz employs
more than 35 people who are dedicated only to portfolio
monitoring, updating litigation status and providing claims
filing activities.
Kessler Topaz's SecuritiesTracker program is the clear
leader in the portfolio monitoring and claims filing space.
The service is unique in that it provides complete global
coverage for monitoring and claims filing, as well as legal
analysis for every case, no matter where filed. There is no
other provider with the combination of many years’
experience in monitoring and filing claims for large
institutional investors and litigating cases around the
globe. Investors today are seeing shareholder actions
regularly being filed in the Netherlands, United Kingdom,
Australia, Canada, Germany, Japan, Denmark, Brazil, and
Italy. The need for a truly comprehensive service to
identify, analyze, track, and ensure recoveries from these
worldwide actions is of growing importance.
There are two aspects of SecuritiesTracker that set it apart
from its competitors. First, Kessler Topaz provides legal
analyses in all cases filed in the United States and
elsewhere. Regardless of where the case is filed,
SecuritiesTracker clients receive a legal analysis of the case,
including the facts, jurisdiction, controlling law, and a
recommendation of how best to proceed. Second,
SecuritiesTracker provides the most robust and userfriendly online platform available. Clients always have
easy access to the valuable reports provided through
SecuritiesTracker.

Portfolio Monitoring
Kessler Topaz, with the assistance of experts in the field,
has developed a proprietary and secure portfolio
monitoring database system which enables us to identify
clients that are subject to any claim in which they may have
a financial interest based upon their investment portfolio.

The platform also allows our analysts to quickly calculate
financial losses for you in any action. To get started, our
team works with clients to quickly and efficiently
onboard them onto the SecuritiesTracker platform by
gathering historical trading data and setting up a data
feed to provide data going forward. We then continue to
communicate regularly with our clients to ensure that all
data feeds remain up to date and that all relevant
accounts/funds are covered with respect to preparing
and filing proofs of claim.

Reporting
New Case Summaries for U.S. Class Actions: For every
securities class action filed in the United States, we
immediately determine whether every SecuritiesTracker
client has a financial interest in that action (no matter
the size of the loss). In connection therewith, for every
SecuritiesTracker client with a financial interest in an
action, we prepare a brief, yet concise, report which
details (i) the relevant facts and class period, (ii) the
applicable jurisdiction(s), (iii) all relevant deadlines,
including those for filing lead plaintiff motions, objecting
to or opting out of proposed settlements and submitting
proof of claim forms, and (iv) the strengths and
weaknesses of the case. This report will also include the
client’s estimated financial losses utilizing the first in, first
out (or other applicable) methodology, as well as an
estimated damage calculation of the losses suffered by
the class as a whole. Importantly, through these legal
analyses, we will offer a recommendation for each client
for how best to proceed with respect to each case.
U.S. Litigation Case Research Memorandum: For clients
with significant financial exposure to a particular claim
or case filed in the United States, we prepare a more
comprehensive memorandum that analyzes and
describes the factors that are typically important to
investors in determining whether and when to take a
more active approach, including seeking appointment as
a lead or representative plaintiff, or opting-out and/or
bringing a direct action. These memoranda, which
average twenty to forty pages in length, detail the
relevant facts of the case, analyze clients’ recoverable
losses or damages, explain the theory of liability and
analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the case or
claim. In addition, we examine the applicable
jurisdiction(s) and the assigned judge and how these
factors relate to the litigation’s likelihood of success. The
purpose and intention of more thorough analyses are to
provide our clients with important facts and legal

Reporting (continued)
authority to allow them to sufficiently weigh the risks and
benefits of actively pursuing a claim.
Non-U.S. Litigation Case Alerts: A unique and compelling
component of SecuritiesTracker is to keep our clients informed
of all matters that impact their portfolios related to investments
outside the United States. We are of course familiar with the
fact that the legal, compliance, and operations departments of
institutional investors, as well as their portfolio managers,
regularly receive extensive numbers of notices of real or
proposed litigation opportunities outside the United States via
Bloomberg, press releases, and/or through custodians and
generally are advised that they have only a matter of weeks or
even days to join an action or risk losing their rights to recovery.
In almost all instances, these “time-sensitive” notices are false
or misleading, and are intended simply to generate interest
sufficient for bringing an action. These efforts by litigation
funders, aggregators, and/or local law firms are generally aimed
solely to build a book of business so that a collective or group
action is financially viable for them to bring. This often results
in a rushed effort to gather trading data, analyze funding
agreements and retainers, and make a decision whether to join
the action. In reality, however, the statute of limitations (and,
therefore, the time to decide whether to join an action) is
generally months or even years away. To combat this practice,
the SecuritiesTracker platform will generate a one page case alert
that provides an overview of the facts, information on the
statutory timelines and whether there is time to wait and
analyze the action, and important details regarding the various
groups that may be looking to represent investors. Similar to
other types of actions, when clients have a financial interest,
they will receive a case research memorandum in a timely
manner.
Non-U.S. Litigation Case Research Memorandum: Similar to
cases filed in the United States, we also prepare a more
comprehensive memorandum that analyzes and describes the
factors important to investors in determining whether and
when to take an active approach in cases filed outside the
United States. Whenever we identify a proposed or filed
shareholder action outside the United States, we research our
database to identify all clients that have an investment that is or
may be impacted. Whenever a client suffers a financial loss (no
matter the size of the loss), we prepare for that client a detailed
research memorandum that contains (i) the relevant facts and
time period covered by the action, (ii) the applicable
jurisdiction(s), (iii) all relevant deadlines, including those for
registering for the action, (iv) an overview of the claims and
analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the case, (v) an
overview of the history of shareholder litigation in that
jurisdiction and the legal system in general, (vi) an overview and
analysis of any competing groups’ funders and local counsel,
and (vii) a recommendation on whether to proceed and with
which group.

Quarterly Reports: To remain current on all
shareholder actions in which you have a financial
interest, we will prepare and distribute a quarterly
update report. This report is tailored specifically for
you and includes brief updates on significant
developments in U.S. securities class actions as well as
all non-U.S. actions in which you are participating. In
addition, these reports include listings of all settled
cases and the deadline for filing claims. These reports
further ensure that our clients are diligently
performing their fiduciary role to plan members by
actively monitoring all shareholder actions in which
they have a financial interest.
Claims Filing Chart (generated quarterly): Clients
receive a settlement claims filing chart which contains
a complete list of every settlement in which we filed a
claim and the status of that claim through payment.
Included are all details of payments by account/fund
and explanations for any rejected claims. In addition,
the chart includes an accounting of the settlement
proceeds recovered on behalf of the client in that
quarter and to date.
Online Access: All clients have complete, secure,
online access for multiple authorized users to all
reports. In addition, all reports are downloadable and
printable. Further, reports may be provided in Excel
format and customized, as needed, for each client’s
needs. We are happy to provide an online
demonstration of SecuritiesTracker upon request.

Claims Filing
Recoveries from settlements in shareholder litigation
are extremely important to investors – assets are
returned and fund performance improves as a result.
We will prepare and submit ALL proof of claim forms,
prepare authority letters when necessary, and work
directly with the claims administrators to resolve
deficiencies and any other issues that may arise in the
course of settlement administration. We perform
these services for all U.S. securities class action
settlements, non-U.S. actions in jurisdictions where
filing claims at the conclusion of the case is all that is
necessary (such as in Canada and some cases in the
Netherlands and Australia), and all Benchmark
antitrust settlements, such as LIBOR, F/X, and ISDAFX,
etc. These are services that custodians and other third
party providers simply do not offer or if they do, they
charge substantial additional fees for handling.
Importantly, we are flexible in customizing the claims
filing program to meet the needs of each client.

Claims Filing (continued)
Electronic transfer of recovery proceeds - Many institutional
investors are faced with ever-increasing challenges with
receiving shareholder litigation recoveries via paper checks.
SecuritiesTracker eliminates that problem by offering to
distribute proceeds by wire for those clients that elect this
method of payment. Client funds are kept in segregated
accounts, proceeds are wired out within hours of receipt,
and a detailed contemporaneous spreadsheet showing a
full breakdown of the payment is provided through the
SecuritiesTracker platform.
Our team is dedicated to preparing and filing claims and
has decades of experience with processing proofs of claim
forms and payments. In addition, our team is in regular
contact with over twenty claims administrators around the
world and these extensive, close relationships are critical in
allowing us to quickly and easily resolve deficiencies or
other issues that may arise in connection with proofs of
claim to ensure that our clients are able to maximize their
recoveries.

Case Evaluation
While custodians and other third party providers may file
proofs of claim in U.S. class action settlements, their
services fall woefully short of what institutional investors
require today in at least two additional areas – filings claims
in jurisdictions outside the U.S. and case evaluation.
Because actions are now filed in many different countries,
and not exclusively in the United States, there is a
substantial need to identify and track actions globally.
Importantly, most cases filed outside the United States
also require investors to actively register their claims at the
outset of an action in order to participate in any recovery.
To assist clients with making timely and informed decisions
related to all litigation, Kessler Topaz has devoted
significant resources to its Case Evaluation Department
which consists of six (6) attorneys whose primary
responsibility is to identify, evaluate and analyze the merits
of filed and potential shareholder actions, including class
and opt-out/direct actions, derivative and takeover actions,
antitrust actions, and non-U.S. actions. These attorneys –
who focus their practice on serving the needs of
institutional investors – collectively have more than 50
years of experience litigating these type of cases in federal
and state courts in the United States, as well as in an ever
growing number of jurisdictions outside the United States.
We believe that by committing these significant resources
that include skilled securities litigators to the case
evaluation process, we are uniquely positioned to provide

timely, comprehensive, and highly detailed analyses to
our clients regarding the merits and risks of an action
as well as legal recommendations for how best to
proceed, no matter where it is brought.
Notably, Kessler Topaz also employs a robust
Investigative Services Department with six (6) full-time
investigators and two (2) analysts led by a former
Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Our in-house investigators regularly work hand-inhand with our litigators developing facts supporting
theories of liability (either pled in the complaint or
developed by our analysis) and locating and
interviewing witnesses. These resources are crucial in
allowing us to properly and sufficiently evaluate all
cases that we are analyzing and/or prosecuting.

SHAREHOLDER LITIGATION EXPERIENCE

Kessler Topaz’s thirty plus years of experience litigating
shareholder claims in both state and federal courts in the
United States and participating in litigation in jurisdictions
around the globe is what separates us from our
competitors. It also helps explain why SecuritiesTracker is the
most comprehensive solution available to investors. We are
not just filing claims, but providing you with analysis and
advice that comes from an unrivaled breadth of experience.
Regularly recognized by publications such as Chambers,
Legal 500, the National Law Journal, Benchmark: Plaintiffs,
Lawdragon, and others, Kessler Topaz is one of the largest
and most successful firms in this area. Kessler Topaz has
recovered billions of dollars in the course of representing
defrauded shareholders from around the world and takes
pride in the reputation we have earned for our dedication to
our clients, which are primarily mutual fund and asset
managers, public and Taft-Hartley pension funds, sovereign
wealth funds, hedge funds, and insurance companies.

SHAREHOLDER LITIGATION
HIGHLIGHTS

but that Southern Peru’s board had approved this
conflicted transaction in deference to its majority
shareholder’s interests. Discovery in the case spanned
years and continents.

In Re Tyco International, Ltd. Securities
Litigation
This landmark $3.2 billion settlement on behalf of
investors included the largest securities class action
recovery from a single corporate defendant in history,
as well as the second-largest auditor settlement in
securities class action history at the time.

In Re Tenet Healthcare Corp. Securities
Litigation
This recovery of over $280 million on behalf of investors
included a substantial monetary commitment by the
company, personal contributions from individual
defendants, the enactment of numerous corporate
governance changes, as well as a substantial recovery
from the company’s outside auditor.

U.S. Shareholder Litigation
In Re Bank of America Corp. Securities, Derivative,
and Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) Litigation
Kessler Topaz represented two large European pension funds
in a class action against Bank of America Corp. relating to
BoA’s merger with Merrill Lynch & Co. and its failure to inform
its shareholders of billions of dollars of losses which Merrill
had suffered before the pivotal shareholder vote, as well as
an undisclosed agreement allowing Merrill to pay billions in
bonuses before the acquisition closed, despite these losses.
The case resulted in a $2.425 billion settlement with BoA also
agreeing to implement significant corporate governance
improvements.

In Re Southern Peru Copper Corp. Derivative
Litigation
Kessler Topaz secured the single-largest damage award in
Delaware Chancery Court history - a $2 billion derivative
judgment against Southern Peru’s majority shareholder Grupo
Mexico after a week-long trial. The litigation stemmed from
Southern Peru’s 2005 acquisition of Minera Mexico, a private
company owned by Grupo Mexico. Plaintiffs alleged that the
private company was worth more than a billion dollars less,

In Re Wachovia Preferred Securities and
Bond/Notes Litigation
Kessler Topaz secured a recovery of $627 million on
behalf of purchasers of certain Wachovia Corporation
preferred securities is one of the largest recoveries
from litigation arising out of the Global Financial Crisis.
Plaintiffs alleged that the registration statements,
prospectuses and prospectus supplements used to
market the Offerings contained materially false and
misleading statements and omitted material
information.

In Re Countrywide Financial Corp.
Mortgage-Backed Securities Litigation
This settlement of $500 million on behalf of investors
who purchased mortgage-backed securities (“MBS”)
issued by Countrywide Financial Corporation
represents the largest MBS class action recovery
under the Securities Act in history.

U.S. Shareholder Litigation (continued)

Global Shareholder Litigation

In Re Citigroup Inc. Bond Litigation

SUCCESSFULLY CONCLUDED
CASES

This litigation on behalf of certain investors in Citigroup
preferred stock and bonds alleged that Citigroup raised
billions of dollars from investors in a series of public
offerings while misrepresenting its exposure to toxic
assets linked to residential mortgage-backed securities.
The $730 million settlement represents the secondlargest recovery in securities class action litigation ever
brought on behalf of bond investors.

In Re Dole Food Co., Inc. Stockholder Litigation
Kessler Topaz represented a class of investors alleging that
Dole’s long-time controlling stockholder and chairman and
its president and long-time general counsel breached
fiduciary duties owed to Dole’s public stockholders in
connection with the Chairman’s buyout of the public
stockholders. Kessler Topaz conducted a nine-day trial
before the Delaware Court of Chancery. The court awarded
$148 million for underpaid stockholders representing the
second-largest post-trial verdict ever in merger litigation,
behind only Kessler Topaz’s landmark $2 billion verdict it
achieved in In re Southern Peru.

In Re Genetech Inc. Shareholder Litigation
This action surrounded the attempt by Roche Holdings, Inc.
to acquire Genentech for $89 per share. The litigation
resulted in the companies entering into an amended
affiliation agreement, which allowed a negotiated transaction
between Roche and Genentech to close, and enabled Roche
to acquire Genentech for $95 per share, approximately $3.9
billion more than Roche offered in its hostile tender offer.

In re Snap Inc. Securities Litigation
Plaintiffs reached a $182.5 million settlement on behalf of
investors in Snap Inc.’s IPO after years of hard-fought litigation
and just ahead of the commencement of trial. It was alleged
that Snap knowingly misstated the known adverse impact of
competition from Facebook’s Instagram on Snap’s user
growth at the time of Snap’s IPO.

In re Seaworld Entertainment Inc.
Shareholder Litigation
Kessler Topaz recovered $65 million on behalf of SeaWorld
investors that alleged defendants misled the market
concerning the adverse impact the documentary Blackfish
had on SeaWorld’s business and reputation.

In Re Royal Bank of Scotland (United Kingdom)
The firm represented and funded a large group of
institutional investors in an action against Royal Bank
of Scotland for billions in losses in market value
stemming from RBS materially misleading investors
with respect to its true exposure to subprime-related
assets and collateralized debt obligations, and inflating
the value of its assets. of the action resulted in a £900
million recovery for shareholders.

In Re Ageas, N.V. (Fortis Bank)
Kessler Topaz represented and funded over 200
institutional investors with €2 billion in losses against
Fortis Bank, N.V. (“Fortis”) and its successor companies
BNP Paribas and Ageas NL. The case arose out of the
subprime mortgage crisis and alleged fraud in
connection with the company’s failed attempt to acquire
Dutch bank ABN Amro Holding NV and resulted in a
global multi-party settlement of €1.3 billion. The
settlement is the largest shareholder recovery in Europe
to date

In Re Olympus Corp. (Japan)
The Firm pursued a case in Tokyo Japan against
Olympus Corp. on behalf of a number of institutional
investors. The allegations against Olympus stemmed
from public disclosure in November 2011 concerning
the falsity of its financial statements. The parties
agreed to mediation wherein Kessler Topaz and its
partners successfully negotiated an ¥11 billion
settlement with Olympus representing large portion of
claimed damages.

In addition to the successfully concluded cases
mentioned on page 9, the Firm is also actively
representing institutional investors in a number
of ongoing shareholder litigation actions
outside the United States. Below are highlights
of a number of those actions.

Toshiba Corporation (Japan)

ACTIVE CASES

Kessler Topaz is representing and funding a number of
institutional investors in securities litigation in Japan
against Toshiba Corporation. The case against Toshiba
arises from a series of disclosures Toshiba made
beginning on April 3, 2015 regarding a discovery of
accounting irregularities that ultimately led to a ¥38
billion net loss for FY 2014/2015 and a revision of its
pre-tax profit figures dating back to 2008.

Volkswagen (Germany)

Mitsubishi Motors Corporation (Japan)

Kessler Topaz is currently representing and funding a
group of over 500 institutional investors in securities
litigation in Germany against Volkswagen and Porsche
concerning Volkswagen’s “dieselgate” emissions scandal
that caused substantial monetary damages to
Volkswagen and Porsche shareholders. The Firm’s
group is the largest group of investors pursuing action
against Volkswagen and the claims represent more
than 50% of the total claims filed in Germany against
Volkswagen.

Kessler Topaz is representing and funding over 100
institutional investors in a securities case in Japan
against Mitsubishi Motors Corporation. The case
against Mitsubishi arises from Mitsubishi’s April 20,
2016 revelation that it had falsely reported the fuel
consumption of certain models of its vehicles to the
Japanese regulators since 2013.

BHP Billiton (Australia)
Kessler Topaz is representing and funding a number of
institutional investors in securities litigation in Australia
against BHP Billiton Limited (“BHP”) and certain of its
executives. The case against BHP alleges that BHP knew
or should have known as early as 2013 that there was a
significant risk that its Fundão mining waste dam at the
Germano iron ore mine in Brazil would collapse (which it
ultimately did on November 5, 2015 and caused a toxic
mudslide that swept away a village, killed 19 people, and
caused permanent environmental damage).

Nissan (Japan)
Kessler Topaz is representing and funding over 100
institutional investors in securities litigation in Japan
against Nissan Motors Corporation (“Nissan”). On
November 19, 2018, Nissan’s former Chairman and CEO,
Carlos Ghosn, was arrested over allegations of financial
misconduct. A subsequent internal investigation at Nissan
found not only the financial wrongdoings of Ghosn and
other executives, but also a lack of adequate internal
checks and balances and other effective corporate
governance measures at Nissan over a period of many
years. The case against Nissan alleges that misconduct
and lack of adequate internal measures also resulted in
the Company violating Japanese securities and tort laws
and causing damages to the Company’s investors.

Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. “Petrobras” (Brazil)
Kessler Topaz is representing and funding nearly 100
institutional investors in an arbitration against
Petrobras before the Market Arbitration Chamber of
Brazil. The arbitration stems from the largest
corruption scandal in Brazilian history in which an
investigation revealed that former executives of
Petrobras, the Brazilian state-run energy company,
had falsely inflated the value of certain projects for
their own profit and to pay bribes and kickbacks to
politicians.

WHAT DOES THE SECURITIESTRACKER PROVIDE?
The SecuritiesTracker program includes:
Summaries and legal analyses for
all shareholder litigation in which
you have a financial interest
A full overview and evaluation of all
claimant groups in non-U.S.
jurisdictions
Assistance with registering for nonU.S. actions
Detailed quarterly reports
Comprehensive claims filing,
including for antitrust and non-U.S.
settlements
Customized settlement reports
Monthly industry update
newsletters
A secure, robust and user-friendly
online platform

U.S. CASE SUMMARIES

Example of
SecuritiesTracker
Portal + dashboard

U.S. CASE RESEARCH
MEMORANDUM

NON-U.S. CASE RESEARCH
MEMORANDUM

QUARTERLY REPORT

CLAIMS SUMMARY REPORT

For more information on the
SecuritiesTracker, please contact
Darren J. Check, Esquire at
610-822-2235 or dcheck@ktmc.com.
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